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ABSTRACT

Modern software engineering projects often depend on open-source
software libraries, rendering them vulnerable to potential security
issues in these libraries. Developers of client projects have to stay
alert of security threats in the software dependencies. While there
are existing tools that allow developers to assess if a library vulner-
ability is reachable from a project, they face limitations. Call graph-
only approaches may produce false alarms as the client project
may not use the vulnerable code in a way that triggers the vulnera-
bility, while test generation-based approaches faces difficulties in
overcoming the intrinsic complexity of exploiting a vulnerability,
where extensive domain knowledge may be required to produce a
vulnerability-triggering input.

In this work, we propose a new framework named Test Mimicry,
that constructs a test case for a client project that exploits a vulner-
ability in its library dependencies. Given a test case in a software
library that reveals a vulnerability, our approach captures the pro-
gram state associated with the vulnerability. Then, it guides test
generation to construct a test case for the client program to in-
voke the library such that it reaches the same program state as the
library’s test case. Our framework is implemented in a tool, Trans-
fer, which uses search-based test generation. Based on the library’s
test case, we produce search goals that represent the program state
triggering the vulnerability. Our empirical evaluation on 22 real
library vulnerabilities and 64 client programs shows that Transfer
outperforms an existing approach, Siege; Transfer generates 4x
more test cases that demonstrate the exploitability of vulnerabilities
from client projects than Siege.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering→ Software libraries and repos-

itories; Search-based software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software engineering projects often depend on open-source soft-
ware libraries [46, 55, 65]. As vulnerabilities in a project’s library
dependencies may be exploited by attackers of the project, devel-
opers have to understand their project’s dependencies and update
them whenever library vulnerabilities are discovered. For example,
the recent Log4Shell vulnerability, which affected millions of de-
vices, required client developers to update their applications to use
the latest version of the Log4J library quickly [4, 11]. Moreover, as
the clients of a library include other libraries, a vulnerability in one
library would transitively propagate throughout the ecosystem of
libraries and their clients.

After library vulnerabilities have been fixed and publicly dis-
closed, client developers are advised to update their dependencies
to use the new, non-vulnerable versions of libraries. However, stud-
ies have shown that client developers are reluctant to update their
dependencies. Many alerts regarding vulnerable dependencies are
false alarms [55], and developers may be wary of breaking changes
from library updates. This leaves client projects open to exploitation
of vulnerabilities in library dependencies [28, 46, 51, 65].

To address this problem, there have been proposed techniques
that assess the reachability of the vulnerable code (e.g. function)
from the client project, allowing developers and security researchers
to better assess a vulnerability’s exploitability from the client project.
Existing techniques use call graph analysis to determine if the vul-
nerable code is called from the client project [32, 40, 58]. As control-
flowwithin functions is not considered, existing techniques produce
false alarms [32]. Fundamentally, these tools are limited since they
check only if a vulnerable function may be called, but do not de-
termine if the client projects are able to construct the inputs that
trigger the vulnerability [32, 40, 58].
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Recently, Iannone et al. [40] proposed Siege, a tool that automati-
cally generates test cases demonstrating the exploitability of library
vulnerabilities for client projects [40]. Given a description of the
vulnerability, which is manually determined from a vulnerability-
fixing commit, Siege targets the coverage of a single line of library
code indicated. Siege generates test cases of the client projects
that transitively execute the line of code, thus, providing evidence
that the library vulnerability can be reached from the client project.
While Siege could confirm the exploitability of some vulnerabilities,
it is limited by its inability to overcome the intrinsic complexity of
exploiting vulnerabilities; specific domain knowledge is required
for triggering many vulnerabilities [40].

Recreating the triggering conditions of a vulnerability may be
challenging because of the domain knowledge required. Take CVE-
2019-12402 [3] in Apache Tika as an example: an attacker can
trigger a denial-of-service attack by providing a zip file quine1, a
specially-crafted zip file that is unzipped to produce itself as output.
It is extremely hard to build a zip file quine with random mutations
(as in fuzzing) even with some guidance.

To overcome the challenging requirement of extensive domain
knowledge, we propose to leverage test cases of the vulnerable,
open-source libraries, particularly the test cases that accompany
the vulnerability fixes. Specifically, we propose a new framework,
which we term Test Mimicry, depicted in Figure 1. Expert domain
knowledge and the conditions (e.g., specific inputs, program state)
of triggering a vulnerability are captured in the test cases written by
the domain experts. Rather than blindly generating test cases, we
generate test cases of the client project that invokes the vulnerable
method with the same arguments as the library’s vulnerability-
witnessing test cases. Rather than designing oracles to detect if a
vulnerability has been triggered, we detect the replication of the
program state reached in the vulnerability-witnessing test case.

Concretely, our framework uses the vulnerability-witnessing
test case from the library’s code, denoted as LT , to generate a test
case, denoted as CT , for code in a client project that mimics LT .
CT should test the client program such that the library exhibits the
same behavior when it was tested with LT . If the same program
state reached by LT can be reproduced, then the vulnerability can
be triggered from the client program. If so, then we have evidence
that the vulnerability is exploitable from the client project.

To this end, we implement a tool, Transfer. Transfer targets
client projects of open-source Java libraries. Given a library func-
tion, VF, associated with a known vulnerability, Transfer executes
the library test case, LT , that demonstrates how the vulnerability
can be triggered. After identifying the program state relevant to the
vulnerability, Transfer extracts the triggering conditions, 𝜎 , which
are satisfied by reaching the same program state from a generated
test case. Transfer uses an evolutionary algorithm to generate test
cases, directing it to transitively invoke VF through the client pro-
gram and favors test cases closer to satisfying 𝜎 . Finally, Transfer
outputs a test case if it is sufficiently close to satisfying 𝜎 .

We evaluate Transfer by analyzing 22 real library vulnerabil-
ities from a wide range of domains (e.g. JSON parsing, file com-
pression) and types of vulnerabilities (e.g. XXE injections, unhan-
dled exceptions). Analyzing 64 real client programs obtained from

1https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2019-10094/

Figure 1: Test mimicry: Constructing a test case, CT , for the
library’s client that demonstrates the same library vulnera-

bility as witnessed by a library’s test case, LT .

GitHub, we find that a library vulnerability can be exploited from
42 of them. While Siege produces exploits for 5 client programs,
Transfer generates exploits for 23 client programs.

In this study, we make the following contributions:
• We propose the novel framework of test mimicry, address-
ing the problem of missing domain knowledge when assess-
ing the exploitability of library vulnerabilities.
• We implement Transfer, which guides test generation to
reproduce the same program state as the library’s test case
when invoking the vulnerable function.
• Our evaluation shows Transfer successfully generates 4x
more exploits than the state-of-the-art approach Siege [40].

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Our work builds on prior studies on software composition analysis
and search-based test generation. In this section, we describe them.

2.1 Software Composition Analysis

Software composition analysis is a domain related to the identi-
fication and replacement of vulnerable dependencies of software
projects [32, 58]. Many solutions enumerate through a project’s
dependencies to detect potentially vulnerable libraries (i.e., looking
up the versions of the project’s dependencies against a database
of known vulnerable library versions). From the source code of
the project, a call graph is constructed to determine if a vulnerable
library function is reachable. These analyses produce false positives
as static call graphs may contain calls that do not occur at run-
time [35, 61]. Hence, existing approaches [32, 58] complement the
static analysis with dynamic analysis by running the client projects’
test cases to construct call graphs, which reduces the number of
false positives. These techniques are limited by the test coverage
of the client projects, which may be low [43, 44]. Fundamentally,
call graph-based approaches are limited as they do not consider
control-flow or check that the inputs for triggering the vulnerability
can be passed from client programs [32, 40, 58].

Siege [40] is a search-based test generator that produces exploits
on client programs that executes vulnerable library code. These
exploits are in the form of test cases that reveal how the library
vulnerabilities can be exploited from the client programs. Exploits
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Algorithm 1: Simplified version of a genetic algorithm for
generating test cases
Inputs: 1. 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑠 , the search goals

2. M , the population size
3. search_budget, amount of time to run

Output: 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 , test cases
1 𝑃0 = construct_random_population(M)
2 k = 0
3 fitness = compute_fitness(pop, goals)
4 best_fitness = max(fitness)
5 while best_fitness < 1 and time spent < search_budget do
6 k = k + 1
7 // offsprings through mutations and crossover
8 offsprings = generate_offspring(𝑃𝑘−1)
9 // evaluate fitness and pick top M tests

10 𝑃𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘−1∪ offsprings
11 fitness = compute_fitness(𝑃𝑘 , goals)
12 𝑃𝑘 = select_top_M(𝑃𝑘 , fitness)
13 end

14 return 𝑃𝑘

produced by Siege and our tool, Transfer, act as evidence of the
exploitability of the library vulnerability from the client projects.

2.2 Search-Based Test Generation

Search-based techniques have been proposed for generating test
cases to satisfy a specified search criterion. EvoSuite generates test
cases that achieve high coverage for Java programs [33]. Siege [40]
assesses the exploitability of library vulnerabilities from client pro-
grams generating a test case for the client program, guided by the
criterion of executing a vulnerable line of library code given as
an input vulnerability description. Algorithm 1 shows a simplified
version of a genetic algorithm for generating test cases. Starting
with a population of randomly generated test cases, a fitness value
for each test case is computed with respect to the search goals (e.g.,
total code coverage for EvoSuite, how close the test is to covering
the vulnerable line of code for Siege). While the search budget
has not been exhausted and the optimal fitness value has not been
reached, the genetic algorithm produces a new generation of test
cases through mutations and crossovers on the previous generation
of the test cases. The top𝑀 test cases are selected based on their
fitness values to populate the next generation. As such, test cases
with poor fitness are removed from the population.

A challenge faced by search-based test generators is the repro-
duction of complex behaviors. It is difficult for unguided, random
test case generation to produce test cases that invoke complex be-
haviors. To generate test cases that invoke more complex behaviors,
many techniques have been proposed. One such method is seed-
ing [60], which uses existing knowledge about the program to help
solve the search process. For example, string and numerical literals
within the program are extracted into a constants pool. Seeding
increases the likelihood of the test generator using these values,
allowing it to pass difficult conditional checks. A related technique
is test carving [31, 60]. Test carving was proposed to convert larger

Figure 2: The information of a vulnerability given in NVD.

The high-level description of the vulnerability makes assess-

ing its possible impact difficult.

system tests to a set of smaller unit tests for the same project. The
technique extracts parts of the program state reached in the system
tests as they are executed, capturing potentially reusable objects
that can be recreated when constructing new test cases. The object
states that comprise the program state may be difficult to recreate,
and carving allows the construction of new test cases that starts
from the same program state.

In this work, we build Transfer using the infrastructure and
tooling provided by EvoSuite. Due to its maturity [12, 30], Trans-
fer uses EvoSuite’s implementation of the genetic algorithm, in-
cluding the crossover and mutation operators. Unlike EvoSuite,
Transfer seeks to reproduce, from client programs, the behavior
demonstrated by the vulnerability-witnessing test case. Transfer’s
search criteria are dynamically determined from execution of the
vulnerability-witnessing test case. Transfer targets the same vul-
nerable library function executed by the test case, producing new
test cases that satisfies the triggering conditions extracted from its
carved program state.

2.3 Motivating Example

From an alert about a new vulnerability in a library, e.g. CVE-
2020-13956, a developer of a project (which may itself be another
library) using the vulnerable library (e.g. Apache HttpComponents)
is unsure if the vulnerability can be exploited. Figure 2 shows the
vulnerability’s high-level description, indicating that the vulnerable
behavior occurs when a “misinterpreted authority component in re-
quest URIs” is input to the library.Without better understanding the
vulnerability’s exploitability and knowing that many alerts about
vulnerable dependencies are false alarms [56], the developer may
not prioritize the library update, leaving the library vulnerability
in the project open to exploitation.

On the other hand,with the test case generated byTransfer,
the developer has evidence of the exploitability of the vulnerability
from the client project. As seen in Figure 3, the test case shows
the client project class (HttpClient) and function (execute) that
transitively calls the vulnerable function, how the function from
the client program may be invoked to trigger the vulnerability (i.e.
the construction of multiple classes from the client project and a
concrete example of a malformed URL triggering the vulnerability,
http://blah@goggle.com:80@google.com). While Siege struggles to
construct a malformed URL, Transfer uses the example of the
malformed URL from the library’s test case. Providing evidence
of the exploitability of a vulnerable may motivate developers to
update their library dependencies.

Given the growing prevalence of library vulnerabilities, their
widespread impact, and the importance of detecting them, reducing
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Conf ig c on f i g = new Conf ig ( ) ;
B a s i c C l a s s i cH t t pR e q u e s t h t t pReque s t =

new Ba s i cC l a s s i cH t t pR e q u e s t ( " / " , null ,
" h t t p : / / b lah@goggle . com : 8 0 @google . com / " ) ;

H t t pC l i e n t h t t p C l i e n t = new Ht t pC l i e n t ( c o n f i g ) ;
try {

h t t p C l i e n t . e x e cu t e ( h t t pReque s t ) ;
f a i l ( " Expec t i ng IOExcep t i on " ) ;

} catch ( IOExcep t i on e ) {
v e r i f y E x c e p t i o n ( " C l o s e a b l eH t t pC l i e n t " , e ) ;

}

Figure 3: Snippet of a test case generated by Transfer, with

changes made for conciseness. The test case demonstrates

how the client program can transitively invoke VF with in-

puts that triggers the vulnerability.

the difficulty of generating exploits for even a proportion of vulner-
abilities would already be helpful. Moreover, writing test cases for
bug fixes is considered a good software development practice [16].
Still, we assess the feasibility of using test cases from libraries. We
looked for vulnerabilities reported in vulnerability databases [9, 10].
From the entries between March 2017 and March 2021, we sampled
780 entries containing a reference to a GitHub commit fixing the
vulnerability. From the 780 entries, we identified 233 vulnerabilities
from libraries. Of the 233 vulnerabilities, 121 (over 51%) of the com-
mits include a test case, showing that a majority of vulnerabilities
are fixed with test cases. This indicates that test mimicry is likely
to work for a large number of vulnerabilities.

3 TEST MIMICRY

In this section, we describe the details of our tool, Transfer.

3.1 Objectives and Problem Formulation

From a known vulnerability in a library and a function associated
with the vulnerability, the vulnerable function, VF , a client program
is a program from a different project using the library. Given a test
case, LT , that witnesses the vulnerability, our goal is to assess if
the library vulnerability can be exploited in the client program by
deriving a test case CT for the client program that mimics LT .
We refer to CT as the exploit (from the client program) and LT
as the vulnerability-witnessing test case (from the library code). We
consider that a library vulnerability can be exploited from the
client project if CT can be generated. CT is a test case invoking
public functions of the client program and transitively executes VF
to exhibit the same behavior witnessed by LT .

3.2 Approach

Figure 4 presents an overview of our tool, Transfer. Transfer
takes as input 1) the vulnerability-witnessing test case, LT , from
an open-source library, 2) the vulnerable library function, VF, and 3)
the code of the client project that uses the vulnerable library. After
instrumenting and executing LT , Transfer extracts the triggering
conditions, 𝜎 , from the carved program state. Transfer generates

a test case (that executes the client program) that satisfies 𝜎 if it
finds one within the search budget.

3.2.1 Execution of LT . Test mimicry relies on information from
LT . Transfer instruments the library code to carve LT , Trans-
fer executes LT to invoke the vulnerable library function, VF ,
and collects the sequences of function calls and arguments to con-
struct and initialize objects. Based on inputs and outputs of VF , the
relevant parts of the program state are extracted ( 1 in Figure 4).

3.2.2 Search Goals. To achieve the high-level objective of repro-
ducing the vulnerable behavior, Transfer attempts to direct test
case generation towards code that executes VF and bring the pro-
gram to the same state as LT . To do so, Transfer constructs the
search goals ( 2 in Figure 4) that will guide the test generator.
Transfer uses two types of search goals: line coverage goals and a
goal that represents the vulnerability’s triggering conditions. After
computing a static call graph, Transfer determines the paths from
the client program that lead to VF . For the functions on the paths,
line coverage goals are constructed for the lines in the functions.
From the carved object states obtained from the execution of LT ,
Transfer extracts the vulnerability’s triggering conditions, 𝜎 .

Each search goal type is associated with a fitness function that
estimates the distance of a test case from satisfying the goal. For
a line coverage goal, the fitness functions measure how close the
test case came to covering the line. For the triggering conditions,
the fitness function is an estimate of similarity of the program state
when invoking 𝑉𝐹 to 𝜎 (described in Section 3.3).

Line coverage goals for directed test generation. While our
objective is to satisfy the conditions of triggering the vulnerability
when transitively invoking VF , generating a test case that invokes
VF through the client program can be challenging. To address this
challenge, Transfer constructs line coverage goals for the lines
of the functions in the call graph between the client program and
VF , directing the search towards test cases that are closer (covering
code on paths in the call graph that end at VF ) to invoking VF .

Transfer uses a standard fitness function for line coverage using
branch distance [13, 50]. Based on the control dependencies of the
line, the branch distance heuristically estimates how close a test
case is to taking a correct branch that the line depends on (e.g. how
close the branch predicate is to becoming true) when an undesired
control-flow path is taken [13, 50].

Vulnerability-triggering conditions. Transfer carves LT
to obtain the program state associated with the triggering of the
vulnerability, from which it extracts values and properties of the ob-
jects to form the vulnerability triggering conditions. Test cases are
generated and evolved towards satisfying the triggering conditions.

To guide test generation towards the vulnerable behavior, the
fitness functions favor test cases that, through functions of the
client project, invokes VF with inputs and output having states that
come closer to satisfying 𝜎 . We provide more details in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Evolutionary Test Generation. For test generation, Transfer
uses an evolutionary algorithm to favor the generation of fitter
test cases ( 3 in Figure 4, with a simplified version shown in
Algorithm1). Transfer seeds the object pool with the carved ob-
jects from LT , allowing Transfer to invoke the function calls to
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Figure 4: Overview of Transfer. From the vulnerability-witnessing test case from the library, Transfer produces a exploit for

the client project – the Software Under Test (SUT).

create complex objects from the library. Due to EvoSuite’s ma-
turity and effectiveness [12, 30], we use its representation (i.e., a
sequence of function calls) and implementation of test chromo-
somes, crossover, and mutation operators in Transfer. Transfer
uses the multi-objective DYNAMOSA [54] algorithm, shown to be
the state-of-the-art for search-based test generation.

The DYNAMOSA [54] algorithm was proposed for test gener-
ators to fully achieve the coverage of each individual goal. Other
algorithms may instead converge in a local optimum that mini-
mizes its distance from multiple objectives, but does not necessarily
satisfy any individual goal [54]. This characteristic of DYNAMOSA
makes it suitable for our work as our primary focus is to reproduce
the program state of the vulnerability regardless of how close the
test case is to covering the other (line coverage) goals.

Transfer’s effectiveness stems from test mimicry, i.e. dynami-
cally constructing search goals determined from the execution of
LT . In Transfer, the test case with the highest fitness with respect
to 𝜎 is produced as the output, CT , if its fitness is sufficiently high
(set to a fitness threshold of 0.9 in our experiments).

Once the triggering conditions are met or the search budget has
been used up, Transfer outputs the test case by considering only
the search goal representing the triggering conditions. We do not
consider line coverage goals when determining the best test case,
as an exploit, CT , may not have covered all lines in the functions
between the client program and VF in the call graph.

3.3 Satisfying a Vulnerability’s Triggering

Conditions

Transfer’s primary objective is the reproduction of the behavior
revealed by the LT . To detect that a test case has reproduced the
same behavior, Transfer uses the program state relevant to the
input and output of VF carved from the execution ofLT , extracting
a set of conditions as the triggering conditions, 𝜎 . 𝜎 abstracts over
the program state reached by LT .

To detect that a generated test case satisfies 𝜎 , Transfer com-
pares the inputs and outputs of VF with 𝜎 . If the test case success-
fully (transitively through the client program) invokes VF with
inputs and outputs that match 𝜎 , then 𝜎 is satisfied and we consider

that the test case has invoked VF with the same behavior as LT .
We emphasize that the test generator does not produce test cases
that directly call VF . Instead, Transfer produces test cases that
execute the client program, i.e., VF is transitively invoked through
the client program.

For example, based on the vulnerability discussed in Section 2.3,
Transfer identifies that the vulnerability is triggered from the pro-
gram state reached by passing “blah@goggle.com:80@google.com”
as an input to a function, URIUtils.extractHost used by the li-
brary to extract the host of a URL. Transfer generates test cases of
the client program that calls the library functions that may directly
or transitively invoke the URIUtils.extractHost function.

During test generation on the client project, we compute the
fitness of the test case with respect to the triggering conditions.
The fitness function estimates the similarity of the program state
reached by the generated test case as compared to LT .

Vulnerability triggering conditions. The triggering condi-
tions, 𝜎 , are predicates over the values of the input and output of
the VF . To detect if 𝜎 is satisfied, we can view it as the comparison
of the relevant objects captured in 𝜎 during the execution of LT
( 2 in Figure 4) and their corresponding values currently observed
during the invocation of VF (as part of test generation, 3 in Figure
4). The input of VF is its method receiver and arguments, and its
output is either its return value or an exception thrown during
its execution. To simplify our description, let us define 𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍𝒔
to refer to the inputs and output of VF when transitively invoked
(through the client program) by a generated test case. We define
references as the corresponding values in 𝜎 , which capture the
input and output values observed during the execution of LT . Dur-
ing test generation, if all of actuals match their corresponding parts
in references, then 𝜎 is satisfied and CT has been found.

The similarity between actuals and references is the average sim-
ilarity between the individual elements of actuals and their corre-
sponding element in references. The best similarity value is 1 and
the worst similarity value is 0.

similarity(actuals, references) =
1
𝑁
×∑𝑁

𝑖=1 similarity(actuals[i], references[i])
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Algorithm 2: similarity_stringlike(actual, reference):
Computing the similarity of 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference when
they are string-like (e.g. String, char[])
Inputs: 1. actual, one of the objects in 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 .

2. reference, one of the objects in references.
Output: similarity between 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference, a float

between 0 and 1.
function similarity_stringlike(actual, reference):

1 edit_dist = edit_distance(actual, reference)
2 max_len = max(length(actual), length(reference))
3 return max_len > 0 ? 1 - edit_dist / max_len : 0

For comparison between individual elements of actuals and
references, Transfer compares them based on their type. We con-
sider the following types of values:
• Primitive and enumeration values: For primitive values (e.g.,
long, int, char) as well as values of enums, Transfer di-
rectly compares their values.
• String-like values: For values of types byte[], char[], String,
Transfer compares them by computing the edit distance
normalized by the maximum length of the values.
• Objects: To compare two objects, Transfer compares their
externally observable states [27].
• Files: For files, Transfer treats them as objects, however,
any files read by LT are also made available for reading to
CT . File names are stored in the constant pool to allow test
cases to have a greater chance of reading the file.
• Exceptions: Exceptions can be thrown by VF . Transfer
considers any exception as the output of VF , comparing
its type and exception message.

3.3.1 Comparing Primitive or Enumeration Values. Transfer di-
rectly compares primitive values and enums. Primitive types in-
clude long, int, short, double, float, char, boolean. If actual matches
reference, then a similarity value of 1 is returned, otherwise a simi-
larity value of 0 is returned.

3.3.2 Comparing String-like Values. For values that are string-like
(i.e., char[], byte[], String), As shown in Algorithm 2, during
the generation of test cases, Transfer computes the edit distance
between the two string-like values. The fewer edits needed to con-
vert one value to the other, the more similar they are. The similarity
is then obtained by subtracting the edit distance normalized by the
length of the longer value from 1.

3.3.3 Comparing Objects. For objects, Transfer characterizes
them by their externally observable state, using inspector func-
tions [27] defined on the class. Inspector functions refer to public
methods that return a value and are side-effect free (determined
through a simple static analysis [33]). The state of each object is
then constructed using the values returned by the inspectors. An
example object state for a java.net.URI object is given in Figure
5.

Similarity of two objects Algorithm 3 shows the computation
of the similarity between 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference. First, Transfer
checks for null for both the actual and reference objects (Lines 1-9).

{
getHost () -> "google.com",
getPath () -> "/",
getPort () -> 80,
...
isOpaque () -> true ,
isAbsolute () -> true ,

}

Figure 5: Simplified example of the object state of a URI ob-

ject, identified through a mapping of its inspector functions

to their return values

Algorithm 3: similarity(actual, reference): computing the
similarity of two objects, 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference.
Inputs: 1. actual, one of the objects in 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 .

2. reference, one of the objects in references.
Output: similarity between 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference, a float

between 0 and 1.
function similarity(actual, reference):

1 if reference == null 𝑎𝑛𝑑 actual == null then
2 return 1
3 end

4 if reference == null 𝑜𝑟 actual == null then
5 return 0
6 end

7 if actual.getClass() ≠ reference.getClass() then
8 return 0
9 end

10 𝑖𝑛𝑠 = 𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙)
11 if ins is not empty then

12 obj_sim← ∑
𝑖𝑛∈𝑖𝑛𝑠 similarity(actual, reference, in)

13 obj_sim← 1
|𝑖𝑛𝑠 | × obj_sim

14 return obj_sim
15 else

16 return 0
17 end

If both of them are null, then Transfer considers them to be a
match, otherwise, if either 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 or reference is null, Transfer
assigns the lowest similarity score (similarity=0).

Transfer compares inspectors only if both of them are non-null
and are objects of the same class (Lines 10 to 17). The similarity
of the objects is computed as the average similarity between the
inspectors of the objects, which will be described in the next para-
graph. similarity(actual, reference) returns a value between 0 to 1,
where 1 is the highest similarity. Transfer conservatively rejects
the match if no inspectors are found (Line 16).

Similarity of two objects w.r.t an inspector. Algorithm 4
shows the computation of the similarity of 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 and reference
with respect to a single, given inspector. Its return value is be-
tween 0 and 1, inclusively. For each inspector function, Transfer
uses a different similarity function based on the function return
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type. If the return type of the inspector is primitive, then the sim-
ilarity of the two values is computed using 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

(described in Section 3.3.1). If the return type is string-like, then
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒 (Section 3.3.2) is invoked on the return values
of the inspectors instead. Otherwise, if the inspector returns an-
other object, we recursively invoke 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (Figure 3). To avoid
infinite recursion (e.g. a function returning the another object of the
same class), a depth parameter can be configured in Transfer. For
example, the normalize() function of a java.net.URI returns an-
other java.net.URI object. By default, we limit our consideration
of objects only up to a depth of two.

3.3.4 Comparing Files. For files that are accessed during the exe-
cution of the vulnerability-witnessing test, LT , they are treated as
objects (e.g. typically files are accessed through an InputStream
object or a File object, and can be treated as such). The files on the
filesystem are copied and made available during the generation of
CT . The filenames are added as strings to the constants pool, which
allows Transfer to use the filename when generating test cases.
As they are treated as objects, Transfer uses the same similarity
function (Algorithm 3).

3.3.5 Comparing Exceptions. Transfer compares exceptions thrown
by VF using their types (e.g. NullPointerException) and excep-
tion messages. While other studies [29] have used more sophisti-
cated methods of comparing exceptions, we find that the use of the
exception type and message is sufficient to guide test generation in
our experiments.

3.3.6 Computing the Fitness of a Test Case with Respect to 𝜎 . From
a single test case, the client program may invoke VF multiple times.
To compute the fitness score of a test case, Transfer takes the
highest similarity obtained among the multiple invocations of VF .
Each invocation of VF is associated with a set of inputs and outputs.
The similarity of an invocation, 𝑖𝑛𝑣 , to 𝜎 is computed based on
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠, references), where 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 are the inputs and
output associated with 𝑖𝑛𝑣 . In turn, the test case is as fit as the
similarity of the invocation most similar to 𝜎 :

similarity(inv, references) = similarity(actuals, references)
fitness(testcase) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (similarity(inv)), inv ∈ invocations

3.4 Implementation

We implement our tool, Transfer, that realizes our novel frame-
work of test mimicry, on top of the implementation of the genetic
algorithm and other infrastructure of EvoSuite 1.1.0. Transfer
uses the DYNAMOSA [54] evolutionary algorithm for generating
test cases due to its suitability for our work and its strong perfor-
mance over other search algorithms in generating test cases [21, 54].
For evaluating the design decisions unique to Transfer, Trans-
fer uses the default configuration of EvoSuite as prior work has
shown that tuning EvoSuite’s parameters does not lead to im-
proved performance over its default configuration [14]. The size of
the population of test cases is 50 individuals. The default crossover
operator is used, which is the single-point crossover with probabil-
ity of 0.75. Test cases are selected using tournament selection, with
a tournament size of 10. Similar to EvoSuite, we use ASM [20] to
instrument the code, in particular, the vulnerable function VF .

Algorithm 4: similarity(actual, reference, inspector): Com-
puting the similarity score of an object to a reference object
with respect to a given inspector function
Inputs: 1. 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 , an object from 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠

2. reference, an object from references
3. 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 , a single inspector function

Output: 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦, between 0 and 1. 1 indicates that the
two objects are equivalent wrt to 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 .

function similarity(actual, reference, inspector):
1 actual_ins← 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙)
2 reference_ins← inspector (reference)
3 if inspector returns a string-like value then
4 return similarity_stringlike(actual_ins, reference_ins)
5 end

6 if inspector returns a primitive value then
7 return similarity_primitive(actual_ins, reference_ins)
8 end

9 if inspector returns another object then
10 return similarity(actual_ins, reference_ins)
11 end

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

Our experiments aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. Can Transfer generate exploits in client programs

that demonstrate library vulnerabilities?

This research question is concerned with the efficacy of Trans-
fer in generating test cases that reveal client usage of vulnerable
library functions. Using a benchmark of library vulnerabilities and
code from client projects that we have identified by hand, we com-
pute the number of true positives and compute its accuracy. We
use Siege [40] as the baseline for comparison.
RQ2. How do the different search goals affect the effective-

ness of Transfer?

Transfer has two types of search goals: the primary search goal
of satisfying the triggering conditions, and line coverage goals for
directing test generation towards the vulnerable library function.
We investigate the impact of the goal types on the effectiveness of
Transfer via an ablation study.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Experimental subjects. In our experiments, we analyzed 22 re-
cent vulnerabilities from 18 libraries. We manually selected the
vulnerabilities for their diversity; the vulnerabilities manifest a
range of behaviors, ranging from timeouts and out-of-memory er-
rors (crash behaviors) to incorrect functional behaviors (non-crash
behaviors). Similarly, we selected widely-used libraries that cover
a range of domains, from file compression (Junrar), parsing XML
(Jackson, XStream) and JSON (Json-Smart, OSWAP Json), crypto-
graphic libraries (Bouncy Castle), to HTTP requests (HttpClient).
Consequently, the vulnerabilities are not restricted to a single do-
main. Apart from considering vulnerabilities publicly disclosed as
CVEs in the NVD database, we studied several vulnerabilities that
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Table 1: The vulnerabilities used in our experiments, including the names and descriptions of the vulnerable libraries, and

the effect of the vulnerability. ✕ indicates that an exploit could not be generated. A single ✓ indicates one exploit for a client

program was successfully constructed. Two ✓ indicates that exploits were successfully constructed for both client programs.

Vulnerability Library Library Description Effect of vulnerability Siege Transfer

CVE-2020-28052 Bouncy Castle Cryptography wrong functional behavior ✕ ✓✓

CODEC-134 [2] Apache Codecs Encoding (e.g. Base64) wrong functional behavior ✕ ✓✓

CVE-2020-13956 Apache HttpClient HTTP Requests wrong functional behavior ✕ ✓✓

HTTPCLIENT-1803 [7] Apache HttpClient HTTP Requests wrong functional behavior ✕ ✕

CVE-2019-14900 Hibernate ORM framework SQL injection ✕ ✕

CVE-2020-15250 JUnit Test Framework wrong file permissions ✓✓ ✓✓

CVE-2021-23899 OWASP JSON Sanitizer JSON processing arbitrary code injection ✕ ✓

CVE-2020-26217 XStream XML Serialization remote code execution ✕ ✓✓

CVE-2019-12415 Apache POI Word/PPT/XLS processing XXE Injection ✕ ✕

CVE-2018-1000632 Dom4J XML processing XXE Injection ✕ ✓

CVE-2020-10693 Hibernate ORM framework bypass input sanitization ✕ ✕

CVE-2018-1000873 Jackson JSON processing slow performance ✕ ✕

CVE-2019-12402 Apache Compress File Compression infinite loop ✕ ✓

CVE-2018-12418 Junrar File Compression infinite loop ✕ ✓✓

CVE-2019-10094 Apache Tika Processing files (e.g. xls, pdf) infinite loop ✕ ✓

TwelveMonkeys-595 [5] TwelveMonkeys Image processing infinite loop ✕ ✕

CVE-2020-28491 Jackson JSON processing out of memory ✕ ✕

CVE-2018-1274 Spring Framework Web development out of memory ✕ ✕

CVE-2021-27568 Json-smart JSON parser exception ✓ ✓

Zip4J-263 [6] Zip4J Processing ZIP files exception ✓✓ ✓✓

Spring Security-8317 [8] Spring Framework Web development exception ✕ ✓✓

CVE-2017-7957 XStream XML serialization exception ✕ ✓✓

Total 5 23

were fixed silently [26, 62]. These vulnerabilities were identified
from publicly accessible vulnerability databases [9, 10].

The vulnerabilities used in our experiments are provided in
Table 1. Half of these vulnerabilities (11 vulnerabilities) result in
crashes, exceptions, or timeouts. The other 11 vulnerabilities do
result in non-crashing behaviors. For example, two vulnerabilities
from Apache HttpClient manifest as incorrect functional behavior
(e.g. constructing a URI with an incorrect hostname).

For each vulnerability, we identified the vulnerable library func-
tion and a vulnerability-witnessing test case throughmanual anal-

ysis. Next, we manually identified up to two vulnerable, real client
projects for each library vulnerability. For the 22 vulnerabilities, we
investigated a total of 64 client projects with source code available
on GitHub. From 64 client projects, we obtained 42 pairs of (vulner-
ability, client program) where the client program is able to trigger
the library vulnerability. In the other 24 cases, we2 confirmed that
the client programs are unable to trigger the vulnerability despite
calling the vulnerable function, using this to validate that Trans-
fer does not generate test cases unnecessarily. All pairs that we
investigated are provided on the project website3.

While Siege was evaluated on 11 vulnerabilities by Iannone et
al. [40], the experiments involved only toy client programs that
were written by hand. As such, the client programs may not reflect
actual usage of the libraries. We do not use handwritten experimen-
tal programs in our experiments. Instead, we use realistic client
programs from open-source repositories on GitHub.

2The first and second authors manually investigated the client projects.
3https://github.com/soarsmu/transfer

Vulnerabilities may depend on many conditions to be triggered,
including environmental factors such as software configuration.
These environmental factors differ between vulnerabilities. In our
experiments, we do not model environmental factors (e.g. specific
configurations of the library or client project) or global variables,
although it is possible to expand a vulnerability’s triggering condi-
tions to account for them.

Baselines. As baseline, we compare Transfer to Siege [40].
Siege is a test generator that targets a single vulnerable line of code
given as input. We use the code provided in the replication package
of Siege. To use Siege in our experiments, we identified a line of
code for each vulnerability. In the ablation study, after removing
both types of goals from Transfer, we compare Transfer against
EvoSuite, which optimizes for code coverage in the client program.

Experimental setup. We ran Transfer and Siege for up to 10
minutes. In studies related to test generation, experimental dura-
tions range from a few minutes [18, 29, 59, 63] to several days [37].
We selected 10 minutes for the same experimental duration as stud-
ies on crash reproduction [63]. Our experiments were run on a
machine with 2.3 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5 with 8GB of RAM.

To mitigate the effect of randomness, we repeat each run 20
times. We consider that a vulnerability is shown to be exploitable
from a client program if a tool (i.e., Transfer or Siege) is able to
construct an exploit at least 50% of the time, similar to previous
studies on crash reproduction [63].

A true positive (“TP”) is the successful generation of a test case
for the client program that triggers the library’s vulnerability. A
false negative (“FN”) is the failure to generate a test case triggering
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Table 2: Number of true positives, false negatives, and pro-

portion of vulnerabilities detected by Transfer, Transfer

without directed test generation, Transfer without the trig-

gering conditions, and a baseline EvoSuite.

Approach # TP # FN % detected

TRANSFER 23 19 55%
− directed generation 20 22 48%
− triggering conditions 4 38 10%
− both (EvoSuite) 4 38 10%

the library’s vulnerability when the vulnerability can be triggered.
To determine if a test case triggers the vulnerability, we manually
inspected and ran them to check that they indeed recreated the
conditions that triggers the vulnerabilities. We compute the pro-
portion of vulnerable client programs for which Transfer/Siege
successfully generates an exploit.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 RQ1. Efficacy of Transfer. The client projects and vulner-
abilities detected by Transfer are given in Table 1. Transfer
confirmed the exploitability of the library’s vulnerability in 55%
(23 / 42) of the client programs. In contrast, Siege [40] was only
able to construct an exploit for 5 client projects (12% of the total
vulnerable client programs). Transfer outperforms Siege in 13
cases. This shows that Transfer can generate exploits for client
programs, outperforming the state-of-the-art test generator by a
large margin (over 40% increase in number of generated exploits).

Among the client programs where Transfer succeeded in gen-
erating an exploit, Transfer required an average of 27 generations,
and took an average of 41 seconds to produce an exploit. This
suggests that Transfer could quickly construct exploits for the
vulnerabilities in our experiments.

A desirable quality of Transfer is the absence of false alarms.
Therefore, Transfer should not produce a test case when the vul-
nerability cannot be exploited. Among the 24 cases where the client
programs are unable to trigger the vulnerability, we found that
Transfer exhibited the correct behavior by not producing test
cases. Note that the call graphs computed for these pairs indicate
that the vulnerable function could be invoked from the client pro-
grams, suggesting that existing call graph-based detectors would
incorrectly report false alarms.

Among the total of 17 libraries considered, Transfer is able to
trigger the vulnerabilities in 14 libraries. Of the 22 vulnerabilities,
11 are not crash-related and Transfer detects 7 of these 11 vulner-
abilities. This indicates that Transfer is able to detect non-crash
vulnerabilities. As for the other 11 vulnerabilities with exceptions,
crashes, or timeouts, Transfer detects 7 of them, suggesting that
Transfer is effective for both crash and non-crash vulnerabilities.

Answer to RQ1: Transfer is able to generate exploits for vul-
nerabilities for 14 libraries, producing 23 exploits for 64 client
programs. The baseline Siegewas only able to generate 5 exploits.

4.2.2 RQ2. Ablation Study. Next, we performed an ablation study
on Transfer by disabling the search goals accordingly. Table 2
shows the results of this experiment.

Table 3: The average number of generations required (num-

ber of seconds given in parentheses) for Transfer to find an

exploit, with and without the use of the line coverage goals

that direct test generation towards code on the call graph

between the client program and the vulnerable function.

Vulnerability Transfer −directed test generation

CODEC-134 34 (21s) 20 (15s)
CVE-2020-13956 26 (41s) 58 (50s)
CVE-2021-23899 2 (20s) 6 (108s)
CVE-2019-12402 7 (11s) 343 (328s)

Without the primary goal of the triggering conditions, Transfer
created exploits of only 3 vulnerabilities from the client programs.
In this setting, Transfer is equivalent to EvoSuite if EvoSuite
considers only the line and branch coverage goals of the path along
the call graph and the vulnerable function are provided. The de-
crease in effectiveness shows that the triggering conditions are
essential. Without them, Transfer is unable to select a test case
that confirms that the vulnerability is exploitable.

By dropping the line coverage goals that direct test generation
towards the vulnerable library function, Transfer is unable to
trigger the vulnerability in 3 cases (CVE-2020-28052, CVE-2020-
13956, CVE-2019-10094). Without the line coverage goals, Transfer
had to generate a test case that reached the vulnerable function
through completely random mutations. As such, the generated test
cases are less likely to invoke the vulnerable function.

Table 3 shows the four cases where we observed that directed
test generation substantially changed the number of generations
required for Transfer to discover an exploit. For the other cases,
we did not notice a significant change in the number of generations
required. In 3 of 4 cases, the line coverage goals allowed Transfer
to discover the exploit in a smaller number of generations. However,
in one case (CODEC-134), the line coverage goals slowed down the
search. In the other 16 cases, Transfer performed similarly with
or without the line coverage goals.

Along with the 3 cases where Transfer could not reveal the
vulnerability in the client programs, there are a total of 7 cases (41%
of the 17 cases where Transfer could detect the vulnerability in
the client program) where the line coverage goals increased the
effectiveness of Transfer. Therefore, we see that the line coverage
goals were important, although not essential, in our experiments.

Answer to RQ2:While test generation directed by line coverage
helped, guiding test generation to satisfy the triggering condi-
tions extracted from the carved program state was essential to
Transfer.

5 DISCUSSION

We qualitatively analyse our results to better understand the per-
formance of Transfer and discuss threats to validity.

5.1 Qualitative Analysis

5.1.1 Why did TransferWork?

Generating complex inputs. Both Transfer and Siege direct
test generation towards the vulnerable library code. However, there
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arg1.getRawAuthority ()==
"blah@goggle.com:80 @google.com"

&& arg1.getScheme () == "http"
&& arg1.getRawPath () == "/"
...

Figure 6: Part of the triggering conditions identified for CVE-

2020-13956

are 18 client programs where Siege was not able to uncover the
library vulnerability while Transfer was able to. Our ablation
study reveals that capturing the triggering conditions of the vul-
nerabilities was the key to Transfer’s effectiveness. Indeed, many
vulnerabilities are corner cases and exceptional behaviors of the
software system, and Transfer targets the triggering conditions,
which provides better guidance for uncovering the vulnerability.

As an example, we use CVE-2020-13956 from Section 2.3, a simpli-
fied version of the triggering conditions captured from the library’s
test case is shown in Figure 6. The vulnerability manifests when
an invalid URL (e.g. “blah@goggle.com:80@google.com”) is passed
into the vulnerable function, and causes a connection to an unex-
pected host. Neither EvoSuite nor Siege account for the necessary
inputs and program state for the exploit. EvoSuite aims to covers
all other behaviors, while Transfer targets a single behavior en-
capsulated by the triggering conditions, 𝜎 . Siege has to construct
an invalid URL from scratch, while Transfer leverages the input
from the library’s test case.

Guidance from triggering conditions. In Table 2, Transfer
using only directed test generation without the triggering condi-
tions performs identically to EvoSuite. Given that only one class
is targeted, the search budget of 10 minutes may have provided
enough time for EvoSuite to cover the same code locations that
Transfer was directed to. This indicates that the improvements of
Transfer over EvoSuite observed in our experiments stem from
the use of the triggering conditions.

Compared to Siege, Transfer and Siege fundamentally differ
in how they guide the test generator. Siege checks for the coverage
of a vulnerable line of code in the library, while Transfer checks if
program state reached by the library test case has been reproduced.
In 7 vulnerabilities in our experiments, both benign and malicious
inputs would cover the same lines of code, and, hence, Siege does
not succeed in creating an exploit. In these cases, guiding the test
generator by code coverage may not be enough for producing an
exploit.

5.1.2 Complementary to Existing Tools. We suggest test mimicry
is complementary to existing, call graph-based techniques [32, 58].
Call graph-based techniques produce false positives, which may
lead to low adoption [41, 45]. If Transfer succeeds in demonstrat-
ing that a vulnerability can be exploited, then developer effort can
be reduced. However, if Transfer fails in generating a test case, it
does not mean that the vulnerability is not exploitable, and devel-
opers will have to expend effort in investigating the vulnerability.

Test mimicry relies on a test case from the library. While the test
case demonstrates the vulnerability, the extracted triggering condi-
tions, 𝜎 , do not characterize all possible triggers of the vulnerability.

For example, the test case of CVE-2020-13956 (Figure 6) shows
one possible URL out of many that could trigger the vulnerability.
Nevertheless, as our goal is to demonstrate that the vulnerability
may be exploited from a client program, having a single example
may suffice to guide the creation of a test case demonstrating the
vulnerability’s exploitability.

5.1.3 Next Steps. While Transfer was successful in a number
of cases in our evaluation, we identified some limitations to be
addressed in future work.

Dependence on inspector functions. In TwelveMonkeys-595,
Transfer is unable to produce a test case as the arguments to the
vulnerable function lacked inspector functions. Transfer could
not extract triggering conditions that capture the program state. In
the future, we plan to additionally use other means of extracting
vulnerability-triggering conditions beyond the use of inspectors.

Irrelevant program states. In Figure 6, the triggering condi-
tions captured aspects that were irrelevant to triggering the vul-
nerability (e.g. getScheme() == “http”) along with the the neces-
sary aspects (having getRawAuthority() set to an invalid URL,
“blah@goggle.com:80@google.com”). In other words, the triggering
conditions captured by Transfer are more specific than the actual
conditions required to trigger the vulnerability. While Transfer
is able to construct a test case that satisfies the triggering condi-
tions in Figure 6, including its irrelevant aspects, we found that in
other cases, Transfer may have been limited by its inability to
satisfy the irrelevant aspects of the captured triggering conditions.
In the future, we will explore techniques from the area of test input
minimization for the extracted triggering conditions.

5.2 Threats to Validity

A threat to validity is the manual selection of vulnerabilities in
our experiments. While the type of library test case is not a limi-
tation of our approach, we selected vulnerabilities with test cases
that target only the vulnerable behavior (i.e., the test case does
not exercise unrelated behaviors of the vulnerable code location).
Otherwise, Transfer has no way to correctly identify the right
behavior associated with the vulnerability.

Our experiments focused on the effectiveness of the test mimicry
technique. As such, we focused on evaluating the design decisions
unique to Transfer and used the default parameters of EvoSuite.
If we fine-tune the parameters of the search parameters, Trans-
fer may perform better in our experiments and we leave these
experiments for future work. Likewise, we used the DynaMOSA
search algorithm as it has been shown to outperform other search
algorithms in generating test cases [21, 54].

Regarding the generalizability of our findings, we selected vul-
nerabilities that range across multiple domains for our experiments.
Table 4 shows the number of successfully generated test cases for
the domains of libraries considered in our experiments. As our
experiments covered various domains, we believe our approach is
not limited to specific domains and we expect it to generalize to
domains beyond our evaluation. Still, it is possible that it will not
work on some domains that we have not identified yet. Compared
to the benchmark of Iannone et al. [40], our benchmark is larger
and uses realistic client programs instead of toy programs.
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Table 4: The domains of the libraries considered and the number of generated exploits in our experiments.

Domain Libraries # exploits

File compression Zip4J, Commons Compress, Junrar 5
Serialization/deserialization XStream, Json-smart, jackson, dom4j 6
Web development/utilities Spring, Hibernate ORM, Apache HttpComponents 4
Data encoding/cryptography Bouncy castle, Apache Codecs, Apache POI 4
File formats (PDFs, images) Apache Tika, Twelvemonkey 1
Test Framework JUnit 1

6 RELATEDWORK

Software Composition Analysis and Search-based Test Generation
are discussed in Section 2. Here, we discuss other related works.

Automated Exploit Generation. Our work is related to the
field of Automated Exploit Generation [15, 22], with the same goal
of producing exploits for known vulnerabilities. Brumley et al. [19]
have shown the possibility of generating exploits based on the patch
fixing the vulnerability. While our work relies on information in a
patch, we demonstrate that the test case accompanying the bug fix
can be used to generate exploits, while prior work used only the
modified code. Moreover, Brumley et al. [19] only creates exploits
of vulnerabilities associated with missing input validation.

Other studies that automatically generate exploits study spe-
cific types of vulnerabilities for a narrow range of software sys-
tems [25, 36, 39, 67–69]. For example, Chen et al. [25] generate
exploits for vulnerabilities caused by out-of-bounds writes, generat-
ing 11 exploits. You et al. [69] proposes the use of natural language
processing to extract information to guide fuzzing, triggering 18
vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel. In contrast, Transfer construct
test cases for a wide range of vulnerabilities for Java programs.

Test input generation. There is a large amount of work on test
input generation [1, 17, 18, 24, 34, 37, 38, 42, 47, 49, 53, 64]. These
studies use fuzzing or symbolic execution, focus on maximizing
coverage [1, 18, 24, 34, 53], or finding vulnerabilities with oracles
such as crashes or poor performance [47, 48, 57]. Compared to these
studies, apart from generating test inputs (e.g. a string), Transfer
constructs the sequence of different function calls (e.g. constructors,
setter functions) that set up the object states necessary to trigger
the vulnerability. Provided with a vulnerability-witnessing test case,
Transfer focuses on demonstrating a single, vulnerable behavior
and is able to detect vulnerabilities that do not manifest as crashes.

Directed fuzzing [17, 23, 66] focuses fuzzing efforts on selected
code locations. Similarly, Transfer directs test generation towards
the vulnerable code location. However, beyond reaching the same
code locations, Transfer focuses on reproducing the program state
reached in a library test case to check if a library vulnerability can
be exploited from a client program.

Crash reproduction. Botsing [29] is an approach that uses
search-based test generation to reproduce crashes given stacktraces.
Botsing is complementary to our approach in detecting vulnerabili-
ties that result in crashes. However, not all vulnerabilities manifest
as exceptions and Botsing cannot be used without a stacktrace. As
such, we do not use Botsing in our experiments as just 4 out of the
22 studied vulnerabilities result in exceptions.

Reusing test cases. Researchers have proposed techniques that
reuses existing test cases from other projects [70]. Given similar but

not identical programs, Zhang and Kim [70] try to reuse existing
test cases to enable behavioral comparison between the programs.
Our work is similar in reusing properties of an existing test case
in a different software system, but we focus on generating tests
for client programs rather than similar programs. While Mujahid
et al. [52] proposes the use of client test cases to detect breaking
changes in libraries, our work proposes the use of library test cases
to detect the exploitability of library vulnerabilities from client
programs.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We propose test mimicry to leverage vulnerability-witnessing test
cases from open-source libraries, generating test cases for client
projects that demonstrate the exploitability of the library vulnera-
bilities. Our tool, Transfer, captures the program states reached by
the library test cases, directing test case generation for client pro-
grams towards reconstructing them. Transfer generates 4x more
exploits for real client programs than the state-of-the-art approach.

In the future, we will explore more expressive conditions to
represent the program state, including incorporating facts about the
environment (e.g. project configuration). We also wish to explore
techniques to minimize the triggering conditions to remove aspects
irrelevant to the vulnerability.
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